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This social media playbook allows users to understand the best ways to engage 

with their social media audience. The Playbook will include the gamer mindset, 

industry overview, research methodologies, metrics, and best practices. The 

gamer mindset section helps users understand who makes up the gamer 

demographic. The industry overview helps users see the major consoles and 

gaming events that the video game team should be aware of. The research 

section contains the methodology the team used to analyze the social media 

posts. The metrics section will help the video game team gauge “successful” 

posts. Lastly, the best practices section will help the user understand the best 

ways to write Facebook posts, good and bad examples of posts, and additional 

ways to engage with fans.  

GameStop 

• Facebook 

• Twitter 

Walmart GameCenterHQ 

• Facebook 

• Twitter 

Steam 

• Facebook 

Montlake Consulting Group is an entirely student run consultancy, based out of 

the University of Washington, dedicated to helping businesses address the most 

difficult issues that face them today. 

 

It is too easy for companies to become distracted by the day to day details that 

entail running a successful company and lose the focus necessary to look 

ahead. MCG provides the help and flexibility necessary for overcoming these 

problems. 

 

We are a small group and we pride ourselves on being self-directed and 

producing exceptional work. Our consultants are drawn from a broad selection 

of disciplines to deliver a thorough and balanced solution. 

 

Contact: engagements@montlakeconsulting.com 



Video game players have a unique culture - understanding this 

culture is essential to successfully interacting with this 

demographic. In the United States, console gamers make up a 

large portion of the population. As of 2014, 41% of Americans 

own a console video game system, such as Xbox or Playstation. 

Traditionally, younger males have been the lifeblood of the 

industry. However, companies are increasingly targeting new 

demographics with similar and unique interests. 

In relation to mobile gamers, traditional video 

gamers skew towards a more male demographic and 

have a slightly older average age. The average age of 

the traditional gamer is 34 years old, versus 28 year 

old for the mobile social segment. Males make up 

60% of the traditional gamer demographic versus 

only 47% of the mobile social segment.  

Females represent 40% of game players, 48% of game buyers 

and 39% of the total revenue generated by the industry. 

 

Teenage pioneers of the video game industry have remained 

heavily involved, skewing the average age of the video gamer 

to an older demographic. The average age of a game player is 

31 years old. Among those age 18-29 years old, 64% of 

Americans own a video game system. 

 

Older generations, those 65+ years old, are much less involved 

in the gamer culture. Only 10% of this demographic owns a 

video game system. However, older gamers are the next (and 

perhaps final) frontier for developers and publishers to cross. 

Females younger than 
18 years old 

8% 

Males younger than 18 
years old 

19% 

Females older than 45 
years old 

2% 

Males older than 45 
years old 

6% 

Females 18 to 45 years 
old 

29% 

Males 18 to 45 years 
old 

36% 

Major Market Segmentation 



Casual Gamer 

 

Casual gamers have limited interest in gaming compared to other 

groups within the demographic. They tend to purchase hit titles weeks 

or months after the release date and prefer games designed around 

ease of play. Casual gamers often play together off-line with friends 

and progress through games at a slower pace than hardcore gamers. 

Casual gamers are typical older and more predominantly female.  
  

Core Gamer 

 

A core gamer is one with a wider range of interests than a casual 

gamer. They play a wider genre of games than a casual gamer, but 

without the amount of time spent and the intense competition of a 

hardcore gamer. A core gamer enjoys playing video games but does 

not finish every game that they buy. Core gamers tend not to spend 

the time required for Massive Multiplayer Online (MMO) games. The 

Wii U is an example of a console that appeals to the core gamer, a 

group between the casual and hardcore gamer.  

 

Hardcore Gamer 

 

For hardcore gamers, playing video games is part of their lifestyle. This 

group represents the “stereotypical gamer” who spends multiple hours 

a day playing video games and knows every facet of the games they 

play. This group is the most frequent purchaser of games and spends 

hours trying to master games by completing as many objectives as 

possible. These gamers define the video game culture and take part in 

competitions, events and conventions.  

  

Pro Gamer 

 

Professional gamers take the time to master games and play them 

competitively in tournaments. Although this group doesn’t necessarily 

play for money or earn a salary, many do. These gamers are deeply 

involved in the community, helping less skilled members through 

commentating matches, providing strategies and streaming their 

practice matches. Professional gamers spend heavily on accessories 

and top-end equipment and spend hours training to maximize their 

performance. These gamers are often in active dialogue with 

developers, providing feedback and helping to optimize gameplay.  

  

Newbie  

 

A Newbie (also referred to as “noob,” “newb,” or “n00b”) is a slang 

term for a novice or inexperienced player to a certain game, or 

gaming in general. A Newbie generally expresses desire to learn a 

game and improve their ability, they contribute positively to the 

gaming community. A noob on the other hand is a derogatory term 

reserved for a gamer who lacks skill and generally fools around, 

diminishing the gaming experience for others.  



AAA (Pronounced, “Triple A”) – Peacock term for big, rich companies that 

have huge advertising budgets. A "AAA title" is simply a very famous one with 

lots of hype leading up to it. 

 

Achievement – Microsoft's artificial metric for ranking players on the Xbox 360 

and Xbox One. Gamertag points are awarded for completing specific tasks in 

each game (up to a total of 1000 per retail game) and the sum total points are 

recorded on online leaderboards. 

 

Action Game – A game characterized by simple action and response 

gameplay. This is the broadest category of games, there are many variants and 

sub-genres, and not many games fit neatly into just one. 

 

Action-Adventure – A game which is nearly all action (see Action Game), but 

that also includes a good deal of strategy and more advanced problem solving. 

 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) – A set of computer instructions or algorithms 

designed to simulate the actions of an intelligent being. 

 

Alpha – The first playable version of a game. Alpha software generally barely 

runs and is missing major features like gameplay and complete levels. 

 

Adventure (1) – Any game with elements of exploration or item-hunting. 

 

Adventure (2) – A more specific term for games in which the focus is on the 

player solving puzzles and using items in the correct configuration. Also known 

as Point-and-Click Adventure games. 

 

Beta – Software nearing the release stage of development that still contains 

bugs or other problems. At the beta stage, software is stable enough to 

distribute to reviewers and to show retailers: all the final play elements should 

be in place. 

 

Boss – A larger, more powerful and more difficult to defeat enemy than those 

normally encountered in a game. A typical boss is a singular enemy fought only 

once, usually at or near the end of a level or stage. 

  

Bug – An unintentional flaw in a computer program. When 

encountered by the user it often generates unexpected or erroneous 

results. 

 

Casual – A game deliberately designed to require low amounts of skill 

or effort. Popular with grandmas. 

 

Classic – In game terms, a classic game is an old game, like Pac-Man. 

More generically, it is used to describe consoles and software from 

before the crash of '83-'84. 

 

Combo – In a fighting game, a "combo" is a combination of moves 

executed in rapid sequence, often following so closely together that the 

opponent has no time to respond. Outside of fighting games, a combo 

represents two or more successfully performed actions in quick 

succession without any mistakes in between. 

 

Cut scene – A sequence in a video game over which the player has no 

or only limited control, and instead is shown an in-game cinematic or 

short movie. 

 

Downloadable Content (DLC) – Content downloaded electronically via 

the Internet or through a storage medium (USB key or disc). 

 

Developer – Game developers, more specifically known as 

video game developers or video game designers, are software 

developers and engineers who create video games. Game developers 

may be involved in various aspects of a game's creation from concept 

and story writing to the coding and programming. 

 

DPS – Damage per second. A build that creates the most efficient 

killing possible. Most important in MMOs, MOBAs, and real-time 

strategy games. 

 

Easter Egg – An inside joke hidden in a program which is accessed by 

performing a certain sequence of commands. 

 

Emulation – A mode which enables a computer to simulate the 

operation of another computer. In game terms, many classic games are 

being released for next generation systems in emulated form. 



Escort Mission – Any instance in a game where the player must escort a 

(usually weak) NPC through an area, defending them from traps and 

enemies. 

 

Esports – Organized video game competitions, especially between 

professionals. 

 

ESRB – Entertainment Software Ratings Board, the organization that assigns 

video game ratings based on age/ maturity appropriateness  

• C- Early Childhood 

• E- Everyone 

• E10+- Everyone 10+ 

• T- Teen 

• M- Mature (17+) 

• A- Adult only (18+) 

 

First-Person Shooter (FPS) – A game involving shooting stuff with the 

camera looking through the playable character’s eyes. 

 

Frames Per Second (FPS) – The number of images a game displays per 

second. 

 

Free-to-play (F2P) – Video games which are typically free to play, but where 

additional levels, items, classes, or other aspects can be purchased with 

money 

  

Indie Game - Video games created by individuals or small teams generally 

without video game publisher financial support 

  

Lag  – The unnatural slowing down of a game due to a poor internet 

connection  

 

Latency – Refers to the time lag between commands given by a remote 

device (such as a home computer) and execution (by an online service, for 

instance). Latency is a huge problem with online gaming, since many games 

require an instant response, and even a tiny latency can destroy the feel of 

gameplay 

 

LAN – Local Area Network. Refers to the process of hooking up several 

computers/consoles by cable to ensure instant, lag-free connections. 

 

 

Multiplayer Online Battler Arena (MOBA) – A sub-genre of the real-time 

strategy (RTS) video game genre.  

 

Next Gen – An adjective referring to the newest wave of gaming 

technology, beyond the current state of the art hardware technology. 

 

Noob, Noobie, Newb, Newbie, N00b – Generally derogatory term for a 

new and unskilled player who doesn’t understand the nuances of a 

particular game 

 

NPC – Taken from the world of pen-and-ink role-playing games, an NPC is a 

character encountered in an RPG who is not controlled by the user. 

 

Open World – An open world is a type of video game level design where a 

player can roam freely through a virtual world and is given considerable 

freedom in choosing how or when to approach objectives. The term free 

roam is also used, as is sandbox and free-roaming. 

 

Platformer – A sub-category of action game characterized by requiring the 

player to (in addition to any shooting and fighting) make his character run 

and jump across gaps and other obstacles. 

 

Power-Up – An object that immediately improves the ability or adds extra 

abilities to a game character. A classic power-up is the Super Mushroom 

from the Super Mario Bros. series that when obtained, increases Mario’s size, 

allows him to destroy certain blocks and take an extra hit of damage. 

 

Publisher – Company that often finances the actual development of a game 

and then uses their vast resources to get the game marketed and made into 

a physical product. Can partner with developer studios or can choose to 

develop games internally.  

 

Puzzle Game – A video game genre that tests problem-solving skills — 

logic, strategy, pattern recognition — to solve puzzles. Puzzle games can 

range from the block-puzzle game Tetris to the physics-based puzzle game 

Portal. 

 

Role-Playing Game (RPG) – A game in which the player is free to move 

from place to place in the game environment, interact with other NPCs, 

solve puzzles, find and collect tools and weapons, keep track of numerous 

character statistics. 



Software Development Kit (SDK) – A collection of programming libraries 

and routines; basically an SDK is a set of prefabricated building blocks of 

code for programmers, so they don't have to waste time rewriting very basic 

- or very complicated - pieces of software 

 

Second Person – A game perspective in which the player's view is locked 

behind (and usually slightly above) their on-screen character. 

 

Shareware – Software which is made easily available (usually online) with a 

"try-before-you-buy" strategy. If you download and use the software, you are 

expected to pay the shareware fee. Shareware is based on the honor system, 

but many games have key features disabled or don't include all levels until 

you pay the shareware fee. 

 

Side Scrolling – The planes of the foreground and background move from 

left to right or vice versa. A classic example is early Mario Games for the 

SNES and NES systems. 

 

Sidekick – A special sub-category of mascot, a sidekick is the main mascot's 

friend, who often takes a subservient role in the mascot's game. 

 

Simulation (Sim) – Any game which attempts to re-create, with as much 

detail and realism as possible, any "real" activity. Action-based games which 

"put you in the driver's seat" of a tank, plane, ship, and so on. 

 

Strategy Guide – A book designed to aid the player in learning basic and 

advanced strategies for a particular game. 

 

Streaming – Live broadcasts of video game playthroughs or esports 

competitions, usually accompanied by live commentary 

 

Sub-boss – An enemy which is larger and/or more powerful than the 

enemies usually encountered in the course of a game. Although, like bosses, 

sub-bosses are also usually singular enemies, often they are encountered 

more than once, usually in the middle of a stage or level, or as a prelude to 

encountering the actual boss. 

Tester – An individual plays a game extensively to ensure that it is bug-free 

and performs other quality-control tests as directed by a Quality Control 

Manager. 

 

Third Party – A company which publishes software for a console that it 

doesn't produce. Almost all software publishers are thus third parties. 

 

Third Person – A point-of-view in video games where the character you 

control is seen and controlled from an "out-of-body" viewpoint. 

 

Top Down – Also overhead. A third-person view where the vantage point is 

placed above the character and his surrounding world. 

 

Trophies – Singular: Trophy. Sony PlayStation 3's leaderboard system based 

on a system using four tiers of different awards of different alloys: bronze, 

silver, gold, and platinum. 

 

Vaporware – Software for which a release date is announced, but fails to 

ship on time, if ever. 





Xbox One 

• Units shipped: 5 million (April 2014) 

• Release date: 11/22/2013 

• Number of games: 166 (9 Exclusive) 

• Major titles: 

• Forza 5 

• Titanfall 

  

Playstation 4 

• Units sold: 7 million (April 2014) 

• Release date: 11/15/2013 

• Number of games: 244 (18 Exclusive) 

• Major titles: 

• inFAMOUS Second Son 

• Killzone Shadow Fall 

 

 

Wii U 

• Units shipped: 6.17 million (March 2014) 

• Release date: 11/18/2012 

• Number of games: 327+ (47 Exclusive) 

• Major titles: 

• Super Mario 3D World 

• Mario Kart 8 

• The Legend of Zelda: Skyward 

Sword 

• The Legend of Zelda:     The 

Windwaker HD 

The video game industry is very interwoven with the “geek” community, a self-

given title among comic, videogame, and anime fans.  

 

Large conventions draw players from all facets of the industry - game 

developers, console manufacturers, reviewers, and thousands of avid fans. 

Highly anticipated new games are often demoed or released at conferences. 

 

Key Finding: Use this opportunity to connect with the fans in the video game 

community. 

  

Key Finding: Posts should be timed accordingly to video game 

announcements. 

Gaming Events Dates 

Game Developers Conference  March 17-21, 2014 

PAX East April 11-13, 2014 

E3 (Electronic Entertainment Expo) June 10-12, 2014 

GoPlay Northwest June 27-29, 2014 

QuakeCon July 17-20, 2014 

Gamescom August 14-17, 2014 

PAX Prime Seattle August 29 - September 1, 2014 

Tokyo Game Show September 18-21, 2014 

IndieCade October 9-12, 2014 

PAX Australia October 31 - November 2, 2014 

MineCon November 1-2, 2014 

BlizzCon November 7-8, 2014 

Emerald City ComiCon March 27-29,  2015 



In this phase, gamers focus on researching 

and comparing specs among prospective 

purchases. 7/10 searches are for publisher 

released content - they want to see trailers, 

game art, and demos. 

 

• Link to publisher-released content: 

trailers, game art, demos, etc. 

  

During the month of launch, gamers who 

are considering purchase seek out game 

reviews, while those who have already 

purchased look for tips from those who’ve 

mastered the game. 

 

• Post reviews by key industry experts 

• Encourage FB users to post reviews on 

amazon.com / other platforms 

• Link to tips 

Post-launch, those still undecided continue 

to look for reviews, and those who have 

already purchased and connected with the 

game, search for downloadable content to 

add to their experience. 

 

• Continue to post and encourage game 

reviews 

• Link to DLC, extensions 

 

Through attending conferences and 

reaching out personally to developers, 

studios, and online reviewers, you can 

create relationships that provide relevant 

and exciting content to your followers. 

 

Most Searched Keywords for Games For Release Phase 

Rank Pre-Launch [ -6 Months ] Launch [ 1 Month ] Post-Launch [ +3 Months ] 

1 Release Date Tips Tips 

2 Trailer Review DLC 

3 Image Image Image 

4 Review Release Date Review 

5 Demo DLC Video 



 

To understand how competitors were utilizing social media, we also analyzed 

Wal-Mart GameCenterHQ and GameStop. To create a comparison, we pulled 

the post content, date, number of likes, number of comments, and number of 

shares from the two companies’ Facebook page. The idea was to see whether 

the two companies were doing something differently from Amazon Video 

Games and to better understand what kind of posts generates the most 

engagement.  

  

After understanding Amazon Video Games and the competitor’s social media 

practices, the best Facebook post methodology was researched. Further 

information is available under the “Best Practices” section.   

To understand how Amazon Video Games 

was currently utilizing Facebook, all posts 

from 2011 to 2014 were systematically 

pulled using a custom program and 

Facebook’s API, including: 

 

• Post Content  

• Date  

• Number of Likes  

• Number of Comments 

• Number of Shares 

 

After the information was pulled, each post 

was analyzed to see the type of post and 

whether it contained pictures or not. By 

categorizing the type of posts, we could 

identify what types of posts people were 

most engaged with. This allowed us to 

recommend how to make posts to create 

better engagement with data, rather than 

with subjective thinking.  

  

Post Type 

Category  Sub Category Description 

PROMO OTHER 
Promotion of products supplementing videogames (Ex. 

Xbox Live) 

PROMO PREORDER Promotion on pre-order videogames  

PROMO GAMES Promotion of VG currently in stock 

PROMO CONSOLE Promotion of latest VG console 

MEDIA IMAGE Content image post  

MEDIA VIDEO Posting videos from external site 

MEDIA ARTICLES Posting articles from external site 

QUESTION FILL IN BLANK Text question that asks fans to fill in the rest of a post 

QUESTION OPEN ENDED Question that allows fans to answer with own opinion 

QUESTION CLOSED ENDED 
Question that gives fans a set of answers they can 

choose from 

QUESTION PICTURE Question with a picture 

CONTEST WINNER Posts that announce contest winners 

CONTEST ENTRY LINK Posts that publicize contest announcements 

MISC MISCELLANEOUS Miscellaneous posts not included in above categories 



twitter Facebook 
To understand how Amazon Video Games was 

currently utilizing Facebook, we pulled all posts made 

by Amazon and two of its competitors using a 

custom software program, and then categorized 

them: 

 

https://www.facebook.com/AmazonVideoGames 

3/11/2011 – 4/28/2014 

 

https://www.facebook.com/GameStop 

4/27/2011 – 5/3/2014 

 

https://www.facebook.com/gamecenterhq 

9/15/2010 – 4/8/2014 

 

Twitter data was also pulled and 

analyzed at a high level: 
 

https://twitter.com/amazongames 

 

https://twitter.com/gamestop 

https://twitter.com/GamecenterHQ 

https://www.facebook.com/AmazonVideoGames
https://www.facebook.com/AmazonVideoGames
https://www.facebook.com/AmazonVideoGames
https://www.facebook.com/GameStop
https://www.facebook.com/GameStop
https://www.facebook.com/gamecenterhq
https://www.facebook.com/gamecenterhq
https://twitter.com/amazongames
https://twitter.com/amazongames
https://twitter.com/amazongames
https://twitter.com/gamestop
https://twitter.com/gamestop
https://twitter.com/gamestop
https://twitter.com/GamecenterHQ
https://twitter.com/GamecenterHQ
https://twitter.com/GamecenterHQ


Category (Type of 
Post) 

Average Number of Likes 
Average Number of 

Comments 
Average Number 

of Shares 

Promo Other 22 9 44 

Promo Pre-Order 50 20 36 

Promo Games 39 18 33 

Promo Consoles 221 68 257 

Media Image 341 36 73 

Media Video 88 21 30 

Media Article 87 28 22 

Question Fill in the 
Blank 

41 278 3 

Question Open Ended 79 103 19 

Question Close Ended 35 133 16 

Question with Picture 252 129 68 

Contest Winner 
Announcement 

110 32 8 

Contest Entry Link 496 397 38 

Miscellaneous Post 134 19 88 

To better gauge Amazon Video Games Facebook 

posts, we created metrics to help understand if a post 

was successful in creating engagement or not.  

  

The following metrics were created:  

 Likes Per Category  

 Comments Per Category  

 Shares Per Category 

In the past the Amazon Video Games Facebook page 

has been able to generate the following amount of 

average likes, comments, and shares for each category. 

Going forward, the Facebook page should generate 

similar results for each type of post to be deemed 

“successful.”  



Total Fans on 5/31/2014: 

• Amazon Video Games - 308,564 

• GameStop - 6,021,109 

• Walmart Game Center - 250,270 

 

GameStop has posted nearly twice as much as 

Amazon, and more of their posts (42%) are 

promotions. On a percent of total fans basis, Amazon 

has far more participation, especially in the Contest 

category. 

Amazon has the highest number of shares as a 

percentage of fans, and also does very well with 

comments. 

 

Walmart’s social media tends to have more Media 

posts (38%) and a very high like count. These posts at 

an average of 0.12% of their fans liking each media 

post. 

 

Amazon tends to have fans who are more engaged. 

Trailing 12 
Months 

Total Average Average % of all Fans 
Post Types 

Post Count Post Likes Comments Shares Post Likes Comments Shares 

A
m

az
o

n
 

Promo 151 159 38 70 .05% .01% .02% 

Media 134 300 36 48 .10% .01% .02% 

Question 135 163 161 25 .05% .05% .01% 

Contest 82 704 553 32 .23% .18% .01% 

Misc 29 270 22 76 .09% .01% .02% 

Total 531 286 147 47 .09% .05% .02% 

G
am

e
St

o
p

 

Promo 429 1,860 286 172 .03% .00% .00% 

Media 130 3,465 386 311 .06% .01% .01% 

Question 272 2,550 3,332 121 .04% .06% .00% 

Contest 46 1,797 679 88 .03% .01% .00% 

Misc 135 2,589 238 254 .04% .00% .00% 

Total 1,012 2,346 1,129 183 .04% .02% .00% 

W
al

m
ar

t 

Promo 110 210 41 14 .08% .02% .01% 

Media 122 309 14 24 .12% .01% .01% 

Question 63 107 35 7 .04% .01% .00% 

Contest 19 685 66 12 .27% .03% .00% 

Misc 7 66 5 1 .03% .00% .00% 

Total 321 252 30 16 .10% .01% .01% 

Promo 
28% 

Media 
25% Question 

25% 

Contest 
16% 

Misc 
6% 

Promo 
42% 

Media 
13% 

Question 
27% 

Contest 
5% 

Misc 
13% 

Promo 
34% 

Media 
38% 

Question 
20% 

Contest 
6% 

Misc 
2% 
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Time Original Post is Made 

Amazon Weekly Facebook Posts - Trailing 12 Months 

Posts Likes Comments Shares

Amazon Fans Are More Active in 

the Evening 
Posts that are originally posted on 

weekdays between 6PM and 3AM 

PST have more engagement – 

however posts are most commonly 

made between 3PM and 9PM, 

missing this time. 

 

Our research shows that Walmart 

avoids any posts between 8AM and 

3PM – perhaps to avoid this 

phenomenon (note: their fans don’t 

experience higher engagement in the 

evening). 

Time of Day 
 DO post in the early morning (6:30AM – 

8AM): 80% of 18-44 year olds check their 

smart phones as soon as they wake up. 

 DON’T post during working hours (9AM – 

5PM): More than ½ of Facebook users only 

access Facebook when they’re not at work or 

school. 

 DO post between work and dinner (5PM – 

8PM): Smartphone users tend to reach for 

their phones around meal times and 86% of 

mobile internet users report using their device 

while watching TV. However, there is more 

intense competition for newsfeed space due 

to the glut of content at this time. 

Days of the Week 
Best day to post: Friday 

• 15.7% total Facebook impressions 

• Engagement rate is 3.3%  

• ¼ of all video plays for pages occur 

Second best day to post: Thursday 

• 14.5% total Facebook impressions 

• Engagement rate is 3.2%  

Worst day to post: Sunday 

• 13.4% total Facebook impressions 

• Engagement rate is 3.0% 

• Only 6.4% of video plays occur 
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• Make the promo relevant and timely 

• Always include a link to promoted 

product 

• Bundle deals or special discounts 

always help 

• Always include high quality image of 

product 

• Include a call to action or a question 

with promoted product 

• Have pictures relevant to question 

(funny pictures usually better) 

• Nostalgic questions tend to have 

better engagement 

• Keep questions short and to the point 

• Vary between open ended, closed 

ended, and fill in the blank questions 

• A question should be easy and fun to 

answer 

• Funny and nostalgic posts tend to get 

better engagement 

• Trailers, game demos, and reviews 

should be posted according to the life 

cycle state of the game 

• Fans love media posts about 

developers of favorite games 

• Posts about gaming conferences 

should always be covered 

• Contents should be relevant to 

gaming 

• Exclusive product giveaways tend to 

have higher engagement 

• Always include a picture of the 

product given away 

• Always announce winners of contests 

• Include a call to action – 

“Like/Comment to enter contest” – 

drives a virtuous cycle 



 Using the Facebook best practices below has been proven to increase user engagement and generate a more positive overall experience for 

Amazon Video Game “likers.” These best practices include: 

Embrace Images  
Use images in posts whenever possible. 

Posts with photos generate 120% more 

engagement than the average post. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Highlight or Pin Your Best Posts 
Facebook recommends taking advantage 

of the "Pin to Top" option on your Brand 

Timeline on one post per week to extend 

the life of the content. When you pin 

something onto the Timeline, it not only 

becomes larger but also becomes the first 

item within the Timeline itself. 

 

• Pinned posts remain on the top of your 

Facebook page for one week.  

• Highlighted posts take up the entire 

width of a Facebook page. 

   

 

Make the Most of Your Cover Photo  
Consumers pay far more attention to the 

cover photo than any content on the wall. 

• 100% of viewers look at the cover photo 

• 65% to 92% of viewers noticed the profile 

photos on Brand Pages. 

• Cover photos with faces attract the most 

attention. 

 

TYPES OF COVER PHOTOS 

• Engagement: engage your audience by 

choosing a unique photo that represent 

Amazon Video Games’ identity. 

• User Generation: include photos from your 

fans which inspires participation in photo 

contests and tells a broader story about 

the brand.  

• Static vs. Changing: update your cover 

photo based on events, campaigns, 

seasons or holidays to show that you’re 

engaged. This provides a strong way to 

communicate new messages or celebrate 

the important milestones with your fans.  

 

Drop-In Milestone  
Drop-In Milestone: Populate the earlier space 

on your Timeline with Milestones and be sure 

to include a photo. Milestones add a human 

touch to your brand and encourage 

consumers to learn more about your 

company and become more invested in it.  

 

Be a Human  
• Reply to comments using the person’s 

first name. 

• Show empathy, treat people with 

respect and be kind.  

 

Use Limited Text  
Shorter posts generate more engagement.  

Questions that are between 80 and 120 

characters can greatly increase interest, 

and keeping posts below 250 characters 

generates 66% more engagement while 

keeping posts below 80 characters 

generates 66% more engagement.  

 

 



Respond and Engage with Customers 

46% of users expect customer service on 

Facebook. However, only 23% of 

companies provide support. Set yourself 

apart by providing an effective medium 

where fans know they’ll be heard. The 

interaction guideline in this Playbook 

provides the details on how.  

 

Monitor Posts Immediately After 

Posting  

After making a post, be sure to monitor it 

over the course of the next few hours. Most 

of the interaction on a new post will take 

place within that first hour. It’s crucial that 

if there’s anything wrong with the post that 

you act as soon as possible to remedy the 

situation.  

 

Use Calls to Action  

Calls to action instill psychological nudges 

that help marketers drive their audience to 

respond the way they want to. 

 

• Fans of Facebook pages engage much 

more frequently when they are given 

specific actions to perform. 

 

• What do you want people to do? Do 

you want them to comment? Click the 

like button? Share something with their 

friends? Let them know! 

 

• Use the words LIKE, COMMENT, and 

SHARE in your posts to drive 

engagement. 

 

• Use like if and share if posts. Ex: Like if 

your going to get Halo 4, Share if you’ve 

already pre-ordered it! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Ask Questions  

Questions are a great way to spark dialogue 

and drive engagement with fans. 

 

• Question posts get 100% more comments 

than other posts.  

 

• Keep your questions simple, direct and easy 

to answer - a fan should be able to respond 

to them instinctually.  

 

• Make sure your questions are relevant to 

gaming, about a popular subject matter, and 

are above all fun. Think: would you want to 

answer that question?  

 

Use fill in the blank questions: 

• Using a short sentence with one word 

missing to generates a significant amount of 

comments, likes and shares. 

 

Remember Timing 

When a post is made has a substantial impact 

on how many fans see it on their news feeds 

and engage with it. Refer to the research 

section of this Playbook for the best times to 

post for Amazon VG. If you want a post to 

make a big splash – post it at the right time! 

 

Promo Tips 

To give your promotional posts the best 

reception never do just a promotional post. 

Incorporate high quality images, calls to action, 

engaging questions, and proper timing to give 

your promo’s the best visibility. And don’t 

forget the promo should always be thought off 

as a cool offer Amazon’s VG community would 

want to know about - not a hard sell. This way 

you avoid turning off your fans (customers) 

from engaging more in the future. 

 

 

Percentage of Engagement Within the 1st Hour 



Affinity is your relationship with users. The 

amount a user has interacted with your 

Page in the past affects how likely they are 

to see your posts. The more a user has 

interacted with your posts in the past, the 

higher priority they will receive in a user’s 

newsfeed. 

 

Time Decay is the age of your post. The 

longer your post has been on Facebook, 

the less likely it will be to show up in a 

user’s News Feed. However, for users who 

only use Facebook once or twice a week, 

your post will be relevant for longer than it 

would for those users who check in twice a 

day. 

 

DO:  

• Complete all fields under the info tab for your page 

• ‘Like’ Off-Topic Things such as community organizations, 

charities and gaming conventions 

• Tag fans and images 

• Add landing packages and apps 

• Ask people to like your page (if done tactfully) 

• Include a clear call to action 

Weight is how much priority EdgeRank 

gives to your post, based on the post 

type. Facebook has a hierarchy of post 

types, due to varying engagement rates. 

Photos and videos take top priority. 

Links are second, and plain text status 

updates are at the bottom end. User 

interaction also affects a post’s weight. 

Comments are weighted higher than 

likes but both affect the overall weight 

of a post. Therefore, a text-based status 

update with 50 likes and 10 comments 

will be more likely to show up in a 

user’s Newsfeed than a photo with no 

engagement.  

DON’T: 

• Ignore posts 

• Turn your page into a giant advertisement 

• Confuse users with too much information or irrelevant content  

• Forget to proofread  

• Use ad images that are more than 20% text 



CULTURE 

Create a positive culture using relevant tone and language to generate 

conversation.  

 

Tone 

Amazon Video Game posts should use an friendly, upbeat tone, 

seeking to create conversation amongst the community. 

Keep posts on a positive spin; proceed with caution when using 

sarcasm, as it can sometimes be tricky to interpret. Followers may 

misconstrue it as mean spirited, or it may go over their heads 

completely. Using “us” language, identifying yourself as a part of the 

community, lends you respect and credibility from your audience. 

  

Language 

Keep in mind the demographic you are trying to reach- it may change 

from game to game. Use language and vocabulary that is appropriate 

for your followers age, education level and technical knowledge. 

Familiarize yourself with the Glossary, and add terms that are relevant 

to your brand or console. 

  

PERSONA 

Build and maintain relationships by connecting with the community. 

 

Developing a persona 

If you plan to post frequently, you may want to begin to establish a 

particular persona so that your followers know and recognize you as 

the poster. This is particularly relevant given the fact that all VM’s post 

to one account, making it hard to distinguish who is whom.  

 

• Consider signing off with your name each time you post 

• Consistently using certain catch phrases 

• Use “us” language -  us geeks, our world 

• Weekly post theme 

• Character Faceoff Friday 

• Nostalgia Monday 

• Caption This Tuesday 

 

In the industry, we’ve seen that weekly post themes - Character 

Faceoff Friday, Nostalgia Monday, etc. often generate engagement, 

while familiarizing followers with the poster and his habits.  

  

Building trust with followers 

Consumers follow recommendations from those they trust- credible 

sources and friends. Using culture and persona to build trust earns you 

the right to be taken seriously, and therefore to suggest products that 

followers may want to purchase. To build credibility with Amazon VG 

followers, posts should demonstrate in depth understanding of games, 

game culture, industry trends and gamer needs. 

 

Best posts often include: 

• Game specific details - ‘name-dropping’ characters, locations, 

weapons, storylines, etc. to demonstrate familiarity with the game 

• Timely content- see Understanding the Lifecyle of a Game 

• Content from large industry events - interviews, videos, images 

  

 
 



A Neutral Question: 

• Respond with as specific an answer as possible  

• Ask if that solves their problem 

A direct negative question: 

• Restate and clarify concern 

• Be sympathetic 

• Readily admit an error or wrong doing on Amazon’s part 

• Correct any incorrect information in a respectful manner 

• Let them know action is being taken and what that action is 

• Respond with as specific an answer as possible  

• Provide a solution or another person to reach out to whenever possible 

• Ask if that solved their problem 

A positive comment: 

• Give thanks and a reciprocal shout out 

• Like the post and engage with them 

A negative comment: 

• Ask yourself if their concern is legitimate and merits a response 

• Say that Amazon is always trying to improve, and we appreciate the feedback 

• Correct any incorrect information in a respectful manner 

• Be sympathetic 

• Readily admit an error or wrong doing on Amazon’s part 

• Address their concern whenever possible 

• If action is being taken inform them of the fact and what that action is 

When a fan posts on Amazon’s FB page it represents 

an exciting opportunity to give them a positive 

customer experience. So make sure it’s just that! A 

key reason that customers interact with a brand 

online is that they want to be heard. So, listen and let 

them know you’re doing it! You can encourage 

consistent engagement by creating a community 

where they feel wanted. This reciprocation is crucial 

to driving social media interaction. Every concern 

brought to your attention through social media is a 

chance to make a life-long customer.  

 

Interaction Tenants: 

 

• Respond as quickly as possible  

• Respond within at least 2 hours 

• Respond to all posts that merit a response 

• Address the poster by their first name 

• Never respond with negativity 

• Always use a personal voice and positive tone 

• Be sincere 

• Never argue 

• Reciprocate their interaction – make them feel 

wanted and listened to! 

• Put yourself in their shoes – how would you like to 

be responded to? 

• Sign off with your first name 

 

  
Irrelevant posts: 

• Don’t encourage interaction that is not relevant to Amazon and video games. 

 

Ridiculous posts: 

• Overly negative posts and outlandish posts that a reasonable fan would not make 

• “AMAZON SUCKS!!!” compared to, “I dislike how my order was late.” 



A Neutral Question: Direct, Negative Question: Direct, Negative Question: 

A Negative Comment: 



Post: 2013 Fan Favorites Poll results. Did 

your game make the cut? 

 

What they did well: This post is highly 

relevant and timely, referencing many of 

the hit titles from 2013.  It also uses an 

interesting and eye-catching image. The 

question is simple, easy to answer and 

encourages the fan to read the article - 

leading to substantial engagement. 

 

Likes: 1,922 

 

Comments: 603 

 

Shares: 1,191 



Post: What was your first video game? 

 

What they did well: This post is a simple 

question that’s easy for a fan to engage 

with. It’s directly video game relevant, 

resonates well with a gamer audience  b y 

bringing up nostalgic feelings and is broad 

enough for anyone to answer.   

 

Likes: 25,123 

 

Comments: 65,846 

 

Shares: 3,100 



Post: What is behind Door #2? 

 

What they did poorly: This post used a 

low quality photo leading to a hard-to-

answer question. As a result, nobody knew 

the answer and fans had a 

difficult/unenjoyable time engaging with 

the post.  

 

Likes: 24 

 

Comments: 35 

 

Shares: 1 



Post: "LIKE this if you’re a fan of Pikachu! 

Choose the Pikachu 3DS XL - it’s available 

now:  

 

What they did well: This post is highly 

relevant and includes a quality supporting 

image. It also draws on an extremely 

popular subject matter - Pikachu. The call-

to-action comes first and drives 

engagement, making the promo highly 

visible. The link to-buy then generates 

click-throughs further increasing 

engagement, visibility and most likely sales. 

 

Likes: 17,265 

 

Comments: 977 

 

Shares: 2,171 



Post: Pre-order: 

http://bit.ly/scribblenautsGS 

 

What They Did Poorly: This post includes 

no engaging call-to-action or question. The 

sell couldn’t be more direct – just saying 

Pre-order and giving a link. And clearly the 

content was not very relevant to this target 

audience. 

 

Likes: 43 

 

Comments: 19 

 

Shares: 18  



Post: CAPTION THIS! RIGHT THIS SECOND! 

I'M SCREAMING AT MY COMPUTER! 

 

What they did well: This post uses a 

funny, engaging image and gives a ‘call to 

action’  to drive engagement. It’s also very 

video game relevant and conveys the 

personality and humor of the poster- this 

helps to build the poster’s persona, and 

trust with their followers. 

 

Likes: 1,393 

 

Comments: 109 

 

Shares: 267 



Post: Nothing shady going on over here.... 

so what’s the next n00b Squad video 

about? GTA V of course. 

 

What they did poorly: This post is a very 

low quality photo without a direct call to 

action. Its content also doesn’t immediately 

appear to be VG relevant – leading to 

almost no engagement. 

 

Likes: 8 

 

Comments: 0  

 

Shares: 0  



Post: We’re giving away two Tales of Xillia 

Bundles. To Enter: Like this post and write 

“Tales for Life” in the comments! The Bundles 

include the Collector’s Edition of Tales of Xillia 

http://amzn.to/1bKh05X and a collectable 

necklace (one comes with a Milla Maxwell 

necklace, the other comes with a Jude Mathis 

necklace). Ends 10/10/13 at 5:00 pm PST. We 

will tag the two winners in less than 24h on 

comments with instructions on how to claim 

the prize. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Prize 

valued at $180. See official 

rules http://amzn.to/17rMOEg. 

 

What They Did Well: This giveaway contest 

has a great call to action – asking users to like 

and comment on the post to enter in the 

contest. This is a surefire way to generate lots 

of engagement and visibility – the driving the 

vitreous cycle of FB.  The prize also resonated 

well with the target audience and serves as a 

cross promotion. 

 

Likes: 7,196 

 

Comments: 7,327 

 

Shares: 173 



Post: WANNA WIN A PAIR OF LIMITED 

EDITION Forza Horizon Oakley 

SUNGLASSES??!!! Yes you do. Now slap 

your face, and click on this link:  

http://www.facebook.com/gamecenterhq/a

pp_348987225210609 

 

What they did poorly: This post used a 

low quality photo and was not very gaming 

relevant. The personality in the post this 

time also comes off badly - overly strong 

and aggressive. “Now slap your face, and 

click on this link” - is not an ideal call to 

action.  

 

Likes: 62 

 

Comments: 13 

 

Shares: 5 



The following 6 campaigns were some of the most interactive 

posts (in terms of likes and comments) gathered from the 

Facebook page of GameStop, which boasts over 6 million total 

page likes. While they should not be copied verbatim, the 

success of these campaigns implies that value can be drawn in 

emulating the style and content of these particular campaigns. 

 

“You know you’re a gamer when…” 

Description: User generated content providing a humorous 

glimpse into gamer culture 

Examples 

• You start to play a game without reading the instructions:  

Link 

• You know Link isn’t Zelda: Link 

• There are five identical controllers on the table and you can 

instantly tell which is yours: Link 

• “5 more minutes” becomes 5 hours: Link 

• You ask a girl for their Gamertag instead of their number: 

Link 

 

“Did You Know?” 

Description: High-value facts about games that might not have 

been noticed by even the most veteran gamers, accompanied 

by the situations of the game that are being referred to 

Examples 

• With the exception of Chinatown Wars, a helicopter appears 

on the top left of all Grand Theft Auto covers from GTA III 

onward: Link 

• In the original Super Mario Bros, the clouds and the bushes 

are identical, just colored differently: Link 

 

 
 

• The Pokemon Hitmonchan and Hitmonlee are references to Jackie Chan and 

Bruce Lee: Link 

 

“JustGamerThings” 

Description: Gaming references superimposed over a game screenshot, meant to 

parody the JustGirlyThings images that are highly popular over Tumblr 

Examples 

• Showing off your Collection: Link 

• This is Link, not Zelda: Link 

• Old School Cheat Codes: Link 

• Double save, just in case: Link 

 

“Caption This!” 

Description: Caption contests with screenshots of interesting situations from iconic 

video games, or hot games that are being promoted 

Examples 

• Link, Link, Link, Link 

 

  
 

“Which game cover is this?” 

Description: Heavily pixelate a popular game cover and ask users to identify the 

title of the game. Link the “answer” to the site where they can purchase the game. 

Very easy to fit in to a promotional campaign for a particular game. 

Examples: Link, Link, Link 

 

“Pop Quiz” 

Description: Challenging gaming-related trivia 

Examples: 

• Pop Quiz: What was the world’s first handheld video game system? 

• Pop Quiz: What was the name of the Princess in the U.S. version of Super Mario 

Bros.? 

• Pop Quiz: Before he was Mario, the heroic plumber was known as ______. 

• Pop Quiz: What is Mega Man’s original name? 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=525703200782944&set=a.126580857361849.17847.110455108974424&type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=478267998859798&set=a.126580857361849.17847.110455108974424&type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=522706754415922&set=a.126580857361849.17847.110455108974424&type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=625117520841511&set=a.126580857361849.17847.110455108974424&type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=531803750172889&set=a.126580857361849.17847.110455108974424&type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=625115634175033&set=a.126580857361849.17847.110455108974424&type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=485963588090239&set=a.126580857361849.17847.110455108974424&type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=478267998859798&set=a.126580857361849.17847.110455108974424&type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=798278703525391&set=a.126580857361849.17847.110455108974424&type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=767535566599705&set=a.781437341876194.1073741849.110455108974424&type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=779591622060766&set=a.781437341876194.1073741849.110455108974424&type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=772210796132182&set=a.781437341876194.1073741849.110455108974424&type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=481807661839165&set=a.126580857361849.17847.110455108974424&type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=473839222636009&set=a.126580857361849.17847.110455108974424&type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=510986132254651&set=a.126580857361849.17847.110455108974424&type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=600969333256330&set=a.126580857361849.17847.110455108974424&type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=588151987871398&set=a.126580857361849.17847.110455108974424&type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=465240050162593&set=a.126580857361849.17847.110455108974424&type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=677109698975626&set=a.126580857361849.17847.110455108974424&type=1&relevant_count=1


Include images and links 

A good image is worth a thousand words. On Twitter a good image is worth more 

engagement. Tweets with images are retweeted 35% more often than tweets with 

text only. 

 

The number of links per tweet also influences the number of engagements a tweet 

gets. We found that most tweets contain one link, but tweets with two or more links 

generate 50% more engagement per tweet on average. 

 

Including an image makes your tweet more eye catchy, while also increasing your 

space capitalization. 

 

Using a second link is great for linking to the company’s off-Twitter content. 

Keep tweets short and conversational 

Tweets cannot be longer than 140 characters. This 

makes sure that they are easy to consume anywhere 

you might be. But if you can keep your tweets even 

more concise, under 100 characters, it can increase 

engagement rate by 17%. 

  

Besides a tweet’s length, its tone is also important 

A good tweet is meant to be conversational, genuine 

and approachable. Think of a tweet as a line taken 

from a conversation between you and your best 

friend. 

  

Tweet often and make it real-time 

From Twitter’s nature of keeping everything short and 

consumable it is important to share your biggest 

news of the day with your followers as they happen. 

Top brands tweet 12 times a day on average, which 

makes them informative, while not too overwhelming 

at the same time. 

  

 

FIG. 1 – Engagement per tweet by link type. The most engagement is generated 

by pic.twitter.com links. 

  

This graph shows the number of engagement a tweet receives on average 

depending on the type of link it contains. This indicates that a tweet with an 

image is receiving substantially more engagement compared to other 

tweets. 



#useHashtags 

Using hashtags can categorize and make your tweets more searchable. 

To maximize impact make sure the hash tags are highly popular 

amongst your target audience. 

  

Keep your hashtags simple. Remember, it is a categorization tool as 

well as a tool for people to come across your content. Using hashtags 

wisely can increase engagement rate up to an extra 21%. 

  

A maximum of two hashtags per tweet is recommended. Using a lot of 

hashtags can become easily distractive and lead to a 17% drop in 

engagement rate. 

  

Use @replies and mentions 

Having a good and genuine conversation with your followers on 

Twitter will shed a positive light on you. Mention your followers in a 

positive tweet and they might do the same for you, leading to extra 

exposure. 

  

Mentioning and engaging high profile people or businesses in your 

tweets when it is relevant is also a good practice for increasing the 

likelihood of new people finding your conversations. 

  

Stay trendy and create you own trends 

Trending topics are generated automatically, which are a list of 

hashtags and words, popular on Twitter at the moment. 

  

Keeping up with trending topics and getting involved in those which 

are relevant to your business is highly recommended. It is an easy way 

to reach out to your global followers. 

 

Besides monitoring trending topics, you can also try creating them by 

asking your followers to tweet using a specific hashtag. A successful 

example of such a practice is Jimmy Fallon’s Hashtags game when he 

asks his audience to tweet on a topic marking each tweet with a 

specific hashtag. 

 

Ask for occasional retweets 

Asking your followers for a retweet can increase your retweet rate up 

to 23 times. If you decide to ask for retweets, make sure to use the 

word “retweet”, as opposed to “RT”, as it can double the number of 

retweets you receive.  

  

Keep in mind that asking for retweets in most of your tweets can have 

a negative effect on your brand. Only remind your followers for 

retweets when retweeting would be natural action. 

 

Interbrand 100 companies tweet on average 12 times a day. This 

generates on average 43,100 engagements in a month per 

account. 

FIG. 2 – Shows average monthly engagement by account size and the distribution of 

the top 100 Interbrand companies by followers number. 



FIG. 2 indicates that once a brand builds up a follower base of 750K 

and above they can generate 150% to 250% more engagements. 

Currently only 20% of the Interbrand companies fall into this category. 

 

Engagement number is calculated by adding up all the replies, 

mentions, retweets and favorites of a tweet. 

 

Engagement per tweet is affected by the number of followers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
FIG. 3 – Engagement per tweet by audience size. A larger audience size results in a 

larger average engagement number per tweet.  

 

 

 

 

‘Engagement per tweet’ excludes engagement generated by retweets 

and replies so engagement numbers are based on the brand’s own 

content. 

  

Twitter is growing, which growth can be understood by using three 

different metrics, number of followers, tweets per day and average 

engagement per tweet. 

 

 

FIG. 4 – Quarterly follower growth by audience size.  

  

 

Overall the average growth rate is about 20% on Twitter. The 

largest accounts with more than 1 million followers are 

experiencing the smallest growth rate as they are reaching their 

own limit. 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIG. 5 – Quarterly follower growth by tweets per day. 

 



Academic research has found no consensus regarding specific times to 

tweet. We recommend monitoring engagement to optimize post time.  

 

Bit.ly 

A report made by Bit.ly states early afternoons, 1PM – 3PM from Monday to 

Thursday is the best time for click-throughs. 

  

Twitter receives most of its traffic between 9AM to 3PM from Monday to 

Thursday. 

 

Unless it is a breaking news it is recommended to avoid tweeting  

on the weekends and Friday afternoons as well as after 8PM on any day. 

 

Buddy Media 

In contrary with the above another report by Buddy Media found that the 

most engagement is generated on tweets during the weekend. On average 

weekend tweets receive 17% more engagement. 

  

The best time to tweet is between 8AM and 6PM, and the lowest 

engagement rate usually occurs on Wednesdays and Thursdays. 

   

Using the two different reports it is hard to conclude what is the best time 

for tweeting. In general it is recommended to understand your audience 

and what works for them the best. Remain consistent and engage with 

your followers everyday. 

  

FIG. 6 – Quarterly follower growth by average engagement per tweet. 

FIG. 7 – Top 10 industries on Twitter by total engagement. Retail is the number one industry 
among Interbrand companies. 

• Keep tweets short 

and conversational 

• Tweet often and 

make it real-time 

• Include images and 

links 

• Tweet only text 
• Tweet at night, especially not after 8PM 
• Ask for a lot of retweets 

• #useHashtags 

• Use @replies and 

mentions 

• Stay trendy and 

create you own trends 

• Ask for occasional 

retweets 



Profile 

• Live streaming video platform, broadcasting e-sports and video 

game plays. 

• Lunched: June 2011 

• Subsidiary of Justin.tv 

  

Key Stats 

• 45 million unique viewers / month 

• Avg. 106 min video watching / user / day 

• 900K unique broadcasters / month 

• 58% of users spend more than 20 hours on twitch per week 

• Avg. age 21 and 76% of users between the age of 18 – 49 

  

  

Twitch quickly became the largest video game streaming website, 

which is a popular online destination of many gamers.  

  

Twitch is an ideal place to reach a large community of video game 

players. There are two ways of advertising to them. 

  

Traditional advertising 

Twitch offers three types of traditional advertising: 

  

• Display advertising: space on twitch’s website is available for 

advertising. These can be purchased in different sizes to support 

static images or short up to 15 seconds animations. 

 

• Video advertising: 30 seconds pre and mid-roll advertising are 

available during broadcasts as well as longer 2 minutes videos. 

 

• Takeovers: Your add content will be placed on twitch’s most 

popular and trafficked pages, ensuring to reach millions of users. 

 

Non-traditional advertising 

• Influencer Program: Twitch promotes the idea of advertising your 

brand and products by reaching out to the most popular 

broadcasters on twitch and leveraging their popularity.  

 

• A typical example of such advertising is to grant early beta access 

to influencers who can popularize and review the game before the 

public launch by engaging with their audience.   
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